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       It's life. You don't figure it out. You just climb up on the beast and ride. 
~Rebecca Wells

Maybe people are more like the earth than we know. Maybe they have
fault lines that sooner or later are going to split open under pressure. 
~Rebecca Wells

Good enough is good enough. Perfect will make you a big fat mess
every time. 
~Rebecca Wells

Life is short but it is wide. This too shall pass. 
~Rebecca Wells

I believe that illness has led me to a life of gratitude, so I consider Lyme
disease at this point in my life to be a blessing in disguise. 
~Rebecca Wells

How wide and sweet and wild motherhood and sisterhood can be. 
~Rebecca Wells

A scent that disturbs me and delights me. It smells like ripe pears,
vetiver, a bit of violet and something else- something spicy almost biting
and exotic. 
~Rebecca Wells

I value humor, kindness, and the ability to tell a good story far more
than money, status, or the kind of car someone drives. 
~Rebecca Wells

I want to lay up like that, to float unstructured, without ambition or
anxiety. I want to inhabit my life like a porch. 
~Rebecca Wells
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I never claimed to be a low-maintenance gal, but when I'm writing, it's
particularly challenging. I lose things constantly: my watch, my glasses,
my papers, my mind. 
~Rebecca Wells

You know how some people, when they're together, they somehow
make you feel more hopeful? Make you feel like the world is not the
insane place it really is? 
~Rebecca Wells

Friends are supposed to act like harbor boats-let you know if you're off
course. But it ain't always possible. 
~Rebecca Wells

Sadness can find you anywhere, anytime, so you better have fun when
you can. 
~Rebecca Wells

What they don't know is that I went over the edge years ago, and lived
to tell the tale. 
~Rebecca Wells

But who has time to write memoirs? I'm still living my memoirs. 
~Rebecca Wells

I swear I could write a book about all the things no one has ever
thanked me for. 
~Rebecca Wells

When I'm reading, wherever I am, I'm always somewhere else. 
~Rebecca Wells

There is the truth of history, and there is the truth of what a person
remembers. 
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~Rebecca Wells

Sometimes lost treasures can be reclaimed. 
~Rebecca Wells

I am the kind of woman who loves hurricanes. They put me in a party
mood. Make me want to eat oysters on the half shell, and act slutty. 
~Rebecca Wells

we have to suffer mosquitoes the size of blackbirds. 
~Rebecca Wells

Forget love. Try good manners. 
~Rebecca Wells

The love we most cherish will, of necessity, bring us pain. Because that
love is like the setting of a body with broken bones. But I want to stage
the setting. I want to direct all scenes. 
~Rebecca Wells

Can you reclaim that free-girl smile, or is it like virginity- once you loose
it, that's it? 
~Rebecca Wells

Sometimes you just have to reach out and grab what you want, even
when they tell you not to. This is something that I've struggled with my
whole life long. 
~Rebecca Wells

Don't ever admit you know a thing about cooking or it'll be used against
you. 
~Rebecca Wells
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